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CZEGLÉDI, Katalin 

 

The Nature of the Relationship 

between the Hungarian and Turkish Languages 

 

1. The compilation of geographical names in the areas of the Volga river and the Ural mountains 

(Dictionary of geographical names1 / Toponyms; Phonetics; Ancient syntaxe; System of roots of words; 

System of grammatical morphemes; Kinds of words; Semantics) that I have been carrying out in the 

course of the past 40 years has offered many new insights on the field of grammar. Among them one of 

the most important issues is the relationships between the Hungarian and Turkish languages, because it 

touches upon the fundamental question of the origine of Hungarian and Turkish languages, and the 

history of the people. These new insights got further confirmed when I found that 1600 words in the 

dictionary and grammar Divan Lugat at Turk by Mahmud al-Kāšγari had Hungarian parallels. I re-

examined these words together with their grammatical morphemes in the light of my database of 

geographical names. The conclusions derived of this comparison partly confirmed, partly completed my 

previous results; namely that Hungarian language is an important member of the Scythian-Hunnish 

languages. Turkish languages are unambiguosly descendants of the Scythian-Hunnish languages. This 

also means that Hungarian and Turkish languages have common roots. These results have pivotal 

consequences for a wide range of presently accepted theories; such as the most widely accepted form of 

language family relationships (supported by most Hungarian and foreign researchers up to date); the 

issue of Hungarian language being member of the Uralic language family; and the issue of Hungarian 

loanwords from Turkish, Iranian and Slavic languages. In the present paper I am going to show 

evidences in relation to bird names. Thematically grouped names from the dictionary of Kāšγari will be 

compared to their Hungarian parallels. At the end we will be able to understand: the present official 

view of the Hungarian Academy on the origin of the Hungarian language is not acceptable, needs to be 

reexamined or completed.  

2. Many Hungarian words are considered to be ancient heritage from the period of Uralic language 

unit or Finno-Ugrian language unit or Ugrian language unit by most Hungarian Academic philologists. 

Evidences are usually shown in the form of parallels from one or more Uralic languages, but parallels 

from Altaic languages are generally neglected although most of the times they are equally present. Very 

often we find parallel words even in Indo-European languages. It would be crucial to collect and 

examine these parallel words together because it could potentially modify our concepts of language 

relationships. The 1600 parallel words in Mahmud al-Kāšγari’s book provide ample evidences for that; 

for example: Kāšγ. tār- 'to let' < tā-: root of the word + -r-: affix, Hung. ereszteni 'to let' see. ereget 'to let 

one after the other'. See Hung. ered-, ereszt-, ereszték, ereszkedik- 'to take its source, origin, to let go, 

juncture, to slant, wood', etc. The basic word of the word family er(e) is ancestral word from Finno-

                                                           
1 Compilation of words related to all kinds of geographical units, such as waters (sources, rivers, lakes, marshes, bogs), 

mountains, fields, valleys, towns, villages etc.  
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Ugrian times according to the TESz2, see: Vog. täärt- 'to let', (TESz) <3 Vog. täär- (< tää-: absolute root of 

the word + -r-: affix) relative root of the word + -t-: affix. The relative root of the word family can't be 

ancestral word from Finno-Ugrian ages. The same word is also known from other Turkish languages; 

e.g.: Chuv. jar 'to send, to let', OldT., KB. yd, Yak. yyt, Alt. ys, ij 'to send', tefs. XII-XIII. ir 'to send', Hak. 'to 

send' (YEGOROV 1964). Turkish data are important because they kept the original t- at the begining of 

the word (see.: Kāšγ. tār-), such as the Vogulish (see: Vog. täär-). In Chuvash we find a j- instead (j- 

development) (see: Chuv. jar), but in Hungarian and some of Turkish languages there is 0- (zero) 

development of t- (< V- < w- < δ < t-), (see: Hung. er, ere-, OldT., KB., yd, Yak. yyt, Alt. ys, ij, tefs. XII-XIII. 

ir). The original second consonant (also -t-) is kept as well (see: Yak. yyt). The immediate precursor of the 

-r consonant is an interdental voiced spirant: -r < *-δ < -t (see: Hung. er-, ere-, Kāšγ. tār-, Vog. täär-). In 

other languages the original -t is voiced (see: OldT., KB. yd) or as unvoiced consonant became spiranted: 

-t > -th > -s (see: Alt. ys). The consonant j- is also a derivative of the original t- at the begining of word 

(see: Chuv. jar) and also at the end of the word (see: Alt. ij). 

Obviously, the Turkish and Vogulish words are close to each other. Furthermore, they are also 

related. But this does not mean that Hungarian words are necessarily of Finno-Ugric origin, not to say 

that the TESz does not mention Turkish parallels. It is important to add that the word 'to let' was -in the 

thinking of our forefathers- related to that moment of birth when the new creature came out of the womb 

of his mother. To this root other meanings were added; such as birth, giving life, letting out, letting on 

the road of life. The relative root words (Hung. ere-, Kāšγ. tār-, Chuv. jar-, OldT., KB., yd-, Yak. yyt-, Alt. 

ys-, ij-, tefs. XII-XIII. ir-, Vog. täär-) are obviously similar, making it unlikely that the Hungarian word 

would be an ancient Finno-Ugrian heritage.  

 

In the following section I am going to present bird names on the base of Kāšγari’s book: Hung. bagoly 

'owl', fácán 'pheasant', fogoly 'partridge', holló 'eagle', héja 'hawk', karvaly 'sparrow-hawk', liba 'goose', 

ölyv 'hawk, buzzard', sas 'eagle', sólyom 'falcon', szarka 'magpie', turul 'eagle', tyúk 'hen', varjú 'crow'. 

The origin of these bird names are multiple; part of them are onomatopoetic words; part of them 

received their names after their color, in the third group we find birds named after a special 

characteristics, while bird names in the fourth group are related to the sharp-sightedness or sharp talons 

of a bird, that is they are birds of prey. These groups were created on the base of Hungarian bird names 

and their parallels from Mahmud al-Kāšγari’s dictionary. Please note, that in some cases we can only 

find the relative root word in the Hungarian language. Nevertheless, it has no consequence for the 

results concerning the relationship between Hungarian and Turkish languages.   

 

2.1. Onomatopoetic words in bird names. 

See: Hung. gá-gá 'sound of goose', Kāšγ. kaη 'goose says, sound of goose', Kāšγ. kūz 'goose'; Hung. 

károg 'croak', kár-kár 'sound of crow', Kāšγ. kargā 'crow'; Hung. huhog 'to hoot, to whoo', Kāšγ. ūhī 

                                                           
2 The dictionary entries of TESz (Etymological Dictionary of Hungarian) are translated from Hungarian into English by Czeglédi 

Katalin. 

3 The '<' sign introduces new word structures resulting from our investigations. 
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'owl'. 

 

2.1.1. Hung. gá-gá onomatopoetic word, Kāšγ. kūz 'goose'. 

Although we cannot find a parallel word to the Turk. kūz 'goose' in the Hungarian language, we 

know an onomatopoetic word (Hung. gá-gá) which served as basis also for the Turk. word kūz. This 

word is in relationship with: Chuv. xur 'goose', MK. kaz, Kirg., Kaz, Nog., Osm., Kum., Tat., Bashk. kaz, 

Uyg., Azerb., Turkm., K.kalp. gaz, Uzb. goz, Alt., Oyr., Tuv. kas, Hak. xas, Yak. xaas 'goose', Pers. kaz 

'goose' Mong. xur 'heath/black cock, black grouse (hen)'. (YEGOROV 1964)4  

The structure of these words is as follows: Chuv. xu-: absolute root of the word + -r: affix, MK. ka- + -z, 

Kirg., Kaz., Nog., Osm., Kum., Tat., Bashk. ka- + -z, Uyg., Azerb., Turkm., K.kalp. ga- + -z, Uzb. go- + -z, 

Alt., Ojr., Tuv. ka- + -s, Hak. xa- + -s, Yak. xaa- + -s ', Pers. ka- + -z, Mong. xu- + -r.  

The Rus. gus', the Germ. gans and the Eng. goose (SIS) are also related to them. < Rus. gu- + -s', Germ. 

gan- + -s, Eng. goo- + -se.  

The bird name originates in the imitation of the bird’s sound. That is, the word’s basis is an 

onomatopoetic word. Hungarian language has a parallal to it: the Hung. gá-gá. Similar onomatopoetic 

words of the same word family include: Hung. kong, and Hung. kat-kat. They are in relationship with 

the Kāšγ. kaη 'voice of goose'. It is to be noted that the root of the word Hung. gúnár (< gúná- + -r) 'male 

of goose' belongs to this group in spite of being considered of Middle-German origin by TESz. In my 

opinion the origination of this word from Middle-German isn't justified. 

Relationship of this word with Turkish, Slavic, German and English paralleles are remarkable. 

However, we cannot suppose that this word got adopted from Slavic, German or English into the 11th 

century-Turkish language of Kāšγari. It also contradicts the Persian and Mongolian data. It could only 

originate in one of the common ancestors between the Turkish and Hungarian languages.5  

                                                           
4 It is translated from Russian into English by Czeglédi Katalin. 
5
 Onomatopoetic words serve frequently as basic for an insect’s name; see: Hung. szúnyog, Kāšγ. siηāk 'fly', Kāšγ. siηak 

'mosquitos'. < si- + -ηāk, si- + -ηak. We have to decide, that the ending -k is affix Acc. or belong to the root of word. That is the 

question: Why is used Plural form by Russian translater? The same is the form Singular Nominativ. Meaning 'fly' is known in 

Chuvash and other Turkish languages, see: Chuv. šăna 'fly', MK. sänäk 'fly, mosquito', Zamahš. singek, Chag. siηek, Osm., Gag., 

Turkm. sinek 'fly', Uzb. suna, Kirg., Kaz., K.kalp. sono, Yellow Uyg. sona 'hornet, horse-fly, gadfly', Nog. sona 'wasp', Mong. sono 

'horse-fly, gadfly', (YEGOROV 1964) < Chuv. šă- +  -na, MK. sä- + -näk, Zamahš. si- + -ngek, Chag. si- + -ηek, Osm., Gag., Turkm. si- 

+ -nek, Uzb. su- + -na, Kirg., Kaz., K.kalp. so- + -no, Yellow Uyg. so- + -na, Nog. so- + -na, Mong. so- + -no. 

Hung. szúnyog 'small, slim insect with filmly wing, its female is blood-sucking; may-fly' is related to them. Hung. szúnyog is 

from Old Turkish by its origin in opinion of TESz, see: Kāšγ. singäk (at inhabitants of town) 'fly', (at nomadics) mosquito', Chag. 

singäk 'fly', Osm., Turkm., Gag. sinek 'mosquito', Hak. sēk 'fly', Chuv. šăna 'fly', Mong. šimaγul, šimuγul 'fly, mosquito'. Cher. šăηa, 

šıηä are from Chuvash. (TESz) < Kāšγ. si- + -ngäk, Chag. si- + -ngäk, Osm., Turkm., Gag. si- + -nek, Hak. sē- + -k, Chuv. šă- + -na, 

Mong. šimaγu- + -l, šimuγu- + -l. 

This insect was named by its sucking, stinging mouthpart (see: Hung. szeg 'nail, pin'), as a basic of its was onomatopoetic word 

related to words Hung. zeng, zengő 'sing, singing'.  

There is intresting, that Kāšγ. siηak 'mosquito in language of settled down inhabitants'. Nomadics name fly with this word. < si-: 

absolute root of word + -ηak: affix.  
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Words with the meaning 'bird' originating in the same onomatopoetic word as the Kāšγ. kūz 'goose' 

or Kāšγ. kargā 'crow' are as follows: Chuv. kajăk 'bird', Yen., Uyg., Kirg. kuš, Bashk., Tat. koš, Azerb., 

Turkm. guš, Kaz., K.kalp., Nog. kus 'bird' (YEGOROV 1964) < Chuv. ka-: absolute root of word + -jăk: 

affix, Yen., Uyg., Kirg. ku- + -š, Bashk., Tat. ko- + -š, Azerb., Turkm. gu- + -š, Kaz., K.kalp., Nog. ku- + -s.  

 

2.1.2. The Hung. károg, kár-kár 'to croak' and the Kāšγ. kargā 'crow'6.  

The words Kāšγ. kuzgun 'raven' and Kāšγ. kargā 'crow' are different because at the root of Kāšγ. 

kargā 'crow' we find an onomatopoetic word. They seem to be different variants of the same word. In 

spite of the formal similarities, the two names are not the same. Our forefathers named the crow with an 

onomatopoetic word and the predatory bird raven with a derivative from the word 'to scrape, hollow'.  

The crow got its name from its characteristic voice. This is imitated by the word Hung. károg referring 

to the charasteristic hoarse, screaming voices of crow and raven. The word Hung. károg served also as 

basis for the root of Rus. karkat' 'to croak'. (TESz) In view of the bird’s black feathers, it could also be a 

derivative of the word 'black' (see: Osm. kara 'black'), but most data support the onomatopoetic origin. 

The possible structure of Kāšγ. kargā is: kar-: relatív root of word (verb) + -gan: affix of Present Participle, 

but the nasal has disappeared from the end of the word. In this case the word for crow means „one that 

croaches”.  

On the basis of their phonetics Kāšγ. kargā 'crow' and Hung. varjú 'crow' are clearly two different 

words. The v- consonant at the begining of Hung. varjú has developed from an original t-, and that's why 

this word cannot be related to the word kargā. According to the TESz the Hung. varjú is an Uralic 

inheritance. However, the comparative words mentioned in the TESZ dictionary are not always correct. 

The words with k- at the begining, e.g. Selk. kuerè, kuereä 'crow' are erratically mentioned because they 

are not related to the Hung. varjú but the Kāšγ. kargā.  

Interestingly, the same onomatopoetic word served as root for both the Chuv. kărak 'turkeycock' and 

the Kāšγ. kargā 'crow'.  

Although not mentioned in Kāšγari, the Hung. bird name haris is also derived from the 

onomatopoetic word Hung. károg. The word structure of Hung. haris is: < hari-: relative root + -s: affix. A 

similar word structure can be observed in the Chuv. karăš (< kară-: relative root + -š: affix). The words 

Chuv. karăš, Mar. karš, Md. kersi, Man. xars, Hung. haris belong together by Yegorov. He refered to 

Räsänen, who said that the Chuv. word is a loanword from Mari. According to Yegorov the 

onomatopoetic word imitating the bird’s kar-kar-kar sound became the root of the name haris (YEGOROV 

1964). We can add that the Hung. haris is in closer contact with the preceding form of the Chuv. karăš < 

karyš. However, in TESz the followings are written about the etymology of haris: „Hung. haris 'quail; a 

                                                                                                                                                                                                            

This word is known in other Turkish languages too, see at Yegorov. This word is related to Hung. dongó 'blow-fly', wich is at 

Hung. dong 'buzz' entry in TESz. By this Hung. dong, dúg, dunog 'something or somebody speak with blunt, bass voice, buzz, 

make a rumbling noise', dongó 'insect making rumbling noise'. Onomatopoetic word. (TESz) 

The Russian muxa is a variant of Kāšγ. siηak and its relationships. The consonant at the begining was the origin t- and m- is its 

development as d-, s- and š-.  
6 The words Engl. croak and crow are connected with Hungarian károg and Kāšγ. kargā too.  
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bird bigger than quail but smaller than pigeon with harsh, jeering sound, a migratory bird; jay'. This 

name has an onomatopoetic origin. It is either a Hungarian development, e.g.: Hung. harsog 'to blare' or 

it is of Finno-Ugrian origin” (TESz). I believe the authors are mistaken about the origin of the word 

because not all the related bird names were examined and that is why they omitted the Turkish paralells, 

which are in fact crucial.  

 

2.1.3. Hung. huhog 'to hoot', Kāšγ. ūhī 'owl'.  

The word structure is as follows: Hung. hu-: absolute root of word + -hog: affix, Kāšγ. ū-: absolute root 

of word + -hī: affix. This name originates in an onomatopoetic word.  

According to the TESz, the „Hung. huhog, huhog, huhong 'somebody says wrong about a person, 

prophesies wrong, the common call of the bird (owl), (wind) howl, somebody breathes (onto his hand 

because of the cold) etc.' They are onomatopoetic word family. Phonetic-form of their elements and 

meanings in the overwhelming majority of the cases represent the sound of owl or similar sounds of 

natural or human origin. Related onomatopoetic words are: buhu 'owl' and uhu See the Rus. uxat', uxnut' 

'to crack', and Eng. hoot etc.” (TESz)  

Now, let’s compare the word structure of these words: Hung. hu-: absolute root of word + -hog: affix, 

hu-: absolute root of word + -hong: affix, bu-: absolute root of word + -hu: affix, u-: absolute root of word + 

-hu: affix, Rus. uxa-: relative root of word + -t': affix Infinitive, Eng. hoo-: relative root of word + -t: affix.  

We can see that the original consonant at the begining of the word and affix was t-, developments of t- 

are in variants of above-mentioned words. It is important to consider in which cases can the consonant h- 

be a development from t- or k-.  

Hung. huhog, Kāšγ. ūhī and root of Hung. bagoly see: bago- are variants of each other. Hung. bagoly by 

TESz: „a kind of predatory night bird, harbinger of death, night bird, student, old man, stupid'. 

Unknown origin” (TESz). Structure: < bago-: root of word + -ly: affix. The root (Hung. bago-) is a variant of 

the Hung. huhog and it is related to Kāšγ. ūhī 'owl'. 

It is known from the traditions7 that the owl was Lilidu's bird and Lilidu was Adam's first wife. The 

owl was the bird of the Sumerian goddess Istar (Akkadian name: Inana). The owl is the symbol of 

knowledge, erudition and science.  

In Slavic traditions the owl was requalified to an evil sorceress (see: Rus. baba jaga), with a house 

standing on chicken's foot. Lilidu was thus destorted for negative figure. People were terrified by her; 

Lilidu, disguised as owl, was believed to carry away new-born children. As a protection, owl feathers 

were placed over the cradle.  

Similarly to many other nations, Hungarian people attribute symbolical value to bird's feathers. In 

addition to flowers, people used to pin feathers on their hat. Behind it we can find the same idea as 

observed in the case of many Native American tribes, namely that feathers symbolize spirituality.  

                                                           
7 Tatár Eszter, a young Hungarian poet and researcher of ancient history of Hungarian people introduced me to some traditions 

in connection with birds and birdnames. 
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The eagle – previously it used to be the snake – is the symbol of someone who can see beyond the 

earthly aspects of life, that is, begins to fly. In addition, the eagle symbolizes the evolution of the 

scorpion spirit.  

 

2.2. Birds named after their colour.  

2.2.1. Hung. fogoly 'partridge', Kāšγ. tutug 'partridge'. 

Word structure: Hung. fogo-: root word + -ly: affix, Kāšγ. tu-: root word + -tug: affix. Interestingly, the 

name of this bird is somewhat diverse in the Turkish languages. See: Chuv. xir čăxxi 'hen of the field', 

vărman čăxxi 'hen of the wood', Osm. keklik 'partridge' (< kek-: root word + -lik: affix 'supplied with 

something, belonging to something/somebody, being close to something/somebody'. In the Mongolian 

language this bird is called jatuu [itaγu] 'partridge' (KARA 1998) < ja- + -tuu [ i- + -taγu]. 

According to the TESz, the Hung. fogoly is a „bird living in groups, hunted for its tasty meat. The 

word fogoly is a derivative, its basis being an ancient inheritance from the Uralic ages; see: Osty. penk 

'hazel-grouse', MdE. povo, pov MdM. povńε, Fi. pyy 'ua.', Est. püü 'partridge-bird', Lp. baggoi 'hazel-

grouse', Sam. Selk. pēgε 'hazel-grouse'” (TESz). < Hung. fogo-: root of word + -ly: affix. 

It is unlikely that the Hungarian word fogoly originates from Uralic languages. Rather, it is the Hung. 

páva 'home poultry with splendid feathers' whose name might show Uralic language parallels. The fogoly 

bird was either named after its color or after its tasty meat. This is justified by the following data: Chuv. 

tutăx 'to become rusty, rust, yellowish, reddish brown', Alt., Hak. tatta, Oyr. tata, Tat., Bashk. tutyg, Kaz. 

tottan, tottal, tot bas, Kirg. dat bas, Nog. totlyg, K.kalp. totla, tot bas, Uyg. datlaš, Kum. tot bas, Tuv. dadar 'to 

become brown', Tuv. dattyg, Hak. tattyg 'yellowish, reddish brown'. Their basis is the Turk. dat, tat 'rust' 

(YEGOROV 1964). It is important to note that the basis of the word is the Turk. dat, tat 'rust' with an affix 

meaning 'supplied with something, belonged to something/somebody, being close to 

something/somebody', and therefore, the bird name means 'rusty, supplied with rust', which is an 

indication of the bird's color. This is clearly demonstrated by the structure of words; e.g.: Tuv. dattyg, 

Hak. tattyg, Nog. totlyg: Tuv. dat-: root of word + -tyg: affix, Hak. tat- + -tyg,  Nog. tot- + -lyg. In other 

cases the end consonant of the root word may have disappeared, and only the consonant at the begining 

of the affix remained; e.g.: Kāšγ. tu- + -tug, Hung. fogo- + -ly.  

Affixes in the above mentioned words are variants of each other (-tyg, -lyg). The affix Mong. -taγu has 

a more complete form than the Turkish affixes, because the end consonant is followed by a vowel in it. 

The end consonant is missing in the following cases: Alt., Hak. tat- + -ta, K.kalp. tot- + -la, Mong. ja- + -

tuu. The long vowel in the Mongolian word is a reminder of the original -k. As a result of further 

evolution, the vowel can be omitted and only the first consonant of the affix remains. This happened 

with the word Hung. fogoly (fogo- + -ly).  

It is important to consider the root word of Hung. fogoly and its parallels in other languages. The 

structure of the Hungarian word (fogo-: root word + -ly: affix) is similar to the structures of the Turkish 

and Mongolian words; Kāšγ. tu-: root of word + -tug: affix, Mong. ja- + -tuu [i- + -taγu]. The root word 

variants (Hung. fogo-, Kāšγ. tu-, Mong. ja-, i-) are the result of different phonetical developments. 

The Hung. fogo-, the Kāšγ. tu- and the Mong. ja-, i- are related in the following way: the original 
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consonant at the begining of word was t- (data preserved by Kāšγari). Developments of t- are f- (< φ- < 

th- < t-) in the Hungarian word, j- (< 1. d'- < t-, 2. δ- < t-) or zero - (zero < *V- < *w- < *δ- < t-) in the 

Mongolian word. 

The first consonant of the Hungarian word is followed by a Triftong -VgV-. The triftong -VgV- is the 

more complete form wich got reduced to a monoftong in Turkish languages. The affix -ly (-l') is the only 

remaining part in the Hungarian word, but more complete forms remaind in the Turkish and Mongolian 

parallels; e.g.: Turk. -tVx, -tVg, Mong. -tuu, [-taγu].  

The question is whether the relation of the bird name 'partridge' to the Chuv. tutăx and its Turkish 

parallels concerns also the meaning ('to become into rusty, rust, yellowish, reddish brown') or only the 

root word.  

The following Turkish parallel words are unambigously related to yellow, brown and red colors; e.g. 

Chuv. tut 'freckle, spot', Bashk. tut 'rust, spot on the face', K.kalp., Nog., Kum. tot, Kirg. dat, Oyr., Hak. tat 

'rust'.  (YEGOROV 1964) < Chuv. tu-: absolute root of word + -t: affix, Bashk. tu- + -t, K.kalp., Nog., 

Kumük to- + -t, Kirg. da- + -t, Oyr., Hak. ta- + -t.  

It is possible that the name is derived from the delicious taste of the bird's meat. The following 

examples support this view: Chuv. tută 'taste, tastly', tefs. XII-XIII., Polov. tatyg, Gag. dat, Osm., Tat. tat, 

Uzb. did, Azerb. dad, Kirg. tatyk, Hak. tatyg, Kaz. tatym, Karach. tatuu, Kum. tatyv 'taste'. (YEGOROV 

19654) < Chuv. tu-: absolute root of word + -tă: affix. We can add that the Hung. íz 'taste' and root word 

Hung. édes 'sweet' (< éde-: root + -s: affix) are also related to this group.  

Taken together, the word with meaning 'yellowish, rusty-brown, spotty, similar to freckle by its form 

and color, spotty' served as basis for this bird name. The meanings 'taste' and 'sweet' could also 

contribute to the name. The connections clearly lead to Turkish languages and therefore, in our view, the 

Finno-Ugrian origin in the case of the Hungarian word fogoly is not justified.  

Although the 'peafowl, peacock' differs from 'partridge', their Hungarian names are related 

concerning phonetics and structure: Hung. páva 'peacock'and the root word fogoly (fogo-).  

It is interesting to recall that the Hungarian king Hunyadi Mátyás kept pava 'peafowl, peacock' birds 

in his royal court and it was his favourite bird. Furthermore, the feather of peacock with the eye-motif 

was the symbol of nobility. It was also the head-dress of Krisna in India.  

 

2.2.2. Hung. fehér 'white', Kāšγ. uruη kuš 'white falcon'. 

Word structure: Hung. fehér < fehé-: absolute root word + -r: affix, Kāšγ. uruη 'white' < u-: absolute root 

word + -ruη: affix.  

This bird name means precisely 'white bird'. The first part of Kāšγ. uruη is related to the Hung. fehér 

'white', the latter being of uncertain origin according to the TESz. There is a word variant fejér 'white', 

structured as: fejé-: absolute root word + -r: affix. The word fehér is also in relation with Hung. sárga 

'yellow'. Hung. sárga, sári 'yellow' and fehér, fejér 'white' are not only related concerning the meaning but 

also by their phonetics and word structure, because they have a common etymology. Similar examples: 

Chuv. šură, šur ’white’, sară ’yellow’. Words in other languages with ’white and yellow’ meanings: 
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OldT., Tuv., Hak., Shor, Osm., Alt. saryg, sary, Kirg., Kaz., K.kalp., Nog., Azerb., Osm., Türkm., Tat. sary, 

Uyg. serik, Uzb. sarik, Bashk. hary, Oyr. sar ’yellow, light brown, blond’, see: Mong. šar, Bury. Mong. 

šara ’yellow, light brown, blond’. In old times it meant both ’yellow’ and ’white’ in some Turkish 

languages, and so in Bulgarian and Khasar languages. The name Sarkel was translated by the Greek s 

as ’white house’. The name of this fortified place was Belaja Veža ’white house, white tent, white nomadic 

tent, white tower’ in Russian alamanacs. The word Man. sajr ’white’ could be a loanword from 

Bulgarian; the Man. saragury has the same meaning as belaja ugra8 ’white Ugrian’. The Nen. seser, sera, ser, 

siri means ’white’ (YEGOROV 1964). < Chuv. šu-: absolute root of word + -ră: affix, šu- + -r, sa- + -ră, 

OldT., Tuv., Hak., Shor, Osm., Alt. sa- + -ryg, sa- + -ry, Kirg., Kaz., K.kalp., Nog., Azerb., Osm., Turkm., 

Tat. sa- + -ry, Uyg. se- + -rik, Uzb. sa- + -rik, Bashk. ha- + -ry, Oyr. sa- + -r, Mong. ša- + -r, Bury. Mong. ša- + -

ra, Man. saj- + -r,  Nen. se- + -ra, se- + -r, si- + -ri. 

According to the TESz the Hung. sárga ‘pale, bloodless (skin colour, complexion), (straw-yellow) 

blond, the color of ripe lemon and straw, horse with short, brown, brownish or scarlety hair but not 

black mane and tail, intense envy, suspicious, not good, (person, institution) betraying labour 

movement, person belonging to the yellow race, gold money, yellow part of the egg, pale complexion, 

yellow horse’. It is a loanword from Old Turkish of the Chuvash type. See: Turk, Uyg. sarïγ ’yellow, 

pale’, Osm., Azerb., Tat., Kaz., Kirg., Nog. sarï, Turkm. sārï, Uzb. sarik, Alt., Hak. sarïγ ’yellow, blond’, 

Chuv. šură ‘white’, sară ‘yellow’, Mong. šara, šira ‘yellow’, Manch. šara- ‘become white’. See: Hung. sár, 

sárog, sárig ’yellow’ (TESz). < Hung. sá-: absolute root of word + -rga: affix, sá- + -r, sá- + -rig, Turk, Uyg. sa- 

+ -rïγ, Osm., Azerb., Tat., Kaz., Kirg., Nog. sa- + -rï, Turkm. sā- + -rï, Uzb. sa- + -rik, Alt., Hak. sa- + -rïγ, 

Chuv. šu- + -ră, sa- + -ră, Mong. ša- + -ra, ši- + -ra, Manch. ša- + -ra-. It is not justified, that the Hungarian 

word sárga is a loanword from Turkish, but there is certainly a relation between the Hungarian and the 

Turkish words.  

It is important to consider, that the Hung. fehér, fejér 'white' and the Osm. beyaz (bejaz) (< beya-: 

absolute root word + -z: affix) 'white', and furthermore the Eng. white (< whi-: absolute root of word + -te: 

affix) are related to each other. The f-, b- and w- consonants at the begining of the words are 

developments from the original t- (t- > 1. th- > φ- > 1.1. f- 1.2. *p- > b-, 2. δ- > w-). The b- consonant 

developed either through voicing the p- or in another way from the original t-: t- > δ- > w- > b-. 

Consonants at the end of words (-r, -z) are also developments from t- (see: Eng. white): t- > δ- > 1. -r, 2. -z.   

 

2.3. Birds named after their special characteristics.  

2.3.1. Hung. tyúk, Kāšγ. takuk 'hen', Kāšγ. arkak takāgū 'cock', it means 'man hen'. 

The hen’s special characteristic is that she lays the eggs. Parallels of Hung. tyúk can be found in 

Turkish and Mongolian languages; Oyr. taka, taxia 'hen', East-Mong. tak'iya, tak'iâ, tak'ya, Hung. tyúk, 

dial. tik and Hung. tojó 'hen'. Hung. tojik 'lay (eggs)' as verb belongs to them. According to the TESz, the 

Hung. tyúk is 'home poultry, female of chicken'. It is loanword from Old Turkish (TESz). However, the 
                                                           
8 This name is interesting, because the Russian language uses the word in its feminine form (ugra). In addition, Kāšγari mentions 

a population called ugrak which speaks a language similar to his own. This means that about 1100 years A.D. people called ugrak 

who spoke a Turkish language lived in the regions of Kāšγar. The form ugrak is related to the words ugra, ugry, ugor - one of 

names of Hungarian people. 
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Hung. tyúk is not necessarily a loanword. Hungarian, Mongolian and Turkish parallels lead to their 

common root, the Scythian and Hunnish people, see: Chuv. čăxă, čăx 'hen', OldT. takug, MK. takyk, Uyg. 

toxu, Zamahš. taki'a, Ibn. Muxanna dakuk (Mong.), Uzb., Turkm. tovuk, Kirg. took, Bashk., Kaz., K.kalp. 

tauyk, Tat., Nog. tavyk, Osm., Kum. tavuk, Oyr. takaa, Karach. tauk, Tuv. dagaa, Azerb. tojug 'hen', see: 

Mong. taxia(n), Bury.Mong. taxjaa 'hen', ere taxjaa 'cock' (YEGOROV 1964). It is remarkable that the 

Bury.Mong. ere taxjaa 'cock', Kāšγ. arkak takāgū 'cock', word for word means 'man hen'. One possible 

explanation for the origin of these words is that the people couldn't feel the essence of the word taxjaa, 

takāgū, and so could it happen that the cock was named 'man hen, man egg layer'.  

The words Hung. toj, tojik, tojó are variants of Hung. tyúk, they are related to each other also by their 

structure, see: affixes –j, -jó and –jik are variants of each other. On one side the word preserved the 

meaning of the verb (see: tojik) and on the other side preserved the meaning of the noun (see: tojó < 

tojVk). The origin of the final long vowel of Hung. tojó is from -Vk (vocal + -k). It is also supported by 

words Hung. tojik and Turkish words with endings –Vk, -Vg and Azerb. tojug. Both are related to 

womenly, motherly, egg laying character. We can write the etimology of the words Hung. tojó and tyúk 

only together. It is interesting that the Rus. petux (pe + tux) ’cock’ by its structure is a compound word 

and members of it are in co-ordinate relation. The second part of the compound tux is related to Hung. 

tyúk and its Turkish and Mongolian parrallels, the first part of the compound pe- refers to a male 

characteristic, namely: Hung. bök 'poke', dug 'insert sg into sg', etc.  

Traditionally, the cock is a symbol of the Saviour - Jesus -, and this symbol is originated from the East.  

 

2.3.2. Hung. fácán 'pheasant', Kāšγ. jazin 'pheasant'. 

The Hung. fácán and pácán are variants. According to the TESz the Hung. fácán is a borrowing, it is 

named after a river running in the South Caucasus and this word was born in the Greek language. This 

bird lived in the South Caucasus (TESz). Kāšγari's word jazin 'pheasant' isn't mentioned by TESz.  

I am certain that the words Osm. sülün ''pheasant' and Rus. fazan 'pheasant' are parallels. By their 

phonetics the consonants at the begining of the words are developments from an original t- (t- > th > 1. φ-

 > 1.1. f-, 1.2. p- 2. s-). The consonant j- (see: Kāšγ. jazin) is derived from t- by means of voicing and 

palatalizing: t- > d'- > j-. The second consonants (-l-, -z-) are also derivations from the original -t-, see: -t- > 

-δ- > 1. -z- 2. -l-. The consonant -c- could be from -*s- by making affricative, but it is more probable that, in 

Hungarian it is pronounced -c- instead of -z-, see Hung. fűzfa, ficfa 'willow-wood'.  

Word Chuv. xir čăxxi 'pheasant' word for word 'hen of field' doesn't belong to Hung. fácán, Kāšγ. 

jazin, Osm. sülün, Rus. fazan 'pheasant'.  

 

2.3.3. Hung. úr 'Sir, master, God', Kāšγ. sigiržik 'hazel-grouse'.  

Word structures: Hung. ú-: absolute root word + -r: affix, Kāšγ. sigir-: relative root word (< sigi-: 

absolute root word + -r: affix) + -žik: affix. The Hung. úr belongs to the root of Kāšγari sigiržik (see: sigir-) 

and Eng. Sir.  

However, the Hungarian word for hazel-grouse is császármadár (see: császár 'emperor' + madár 'bird') 
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and this word is not related to the data of Kāšγari, although Kāšγ. sigiržik has parallels in the Hungarian 

language. The name of this bird is related to its appearence. It is 'crested bird, bigger then pheasant, 

wooden bird, kind of grouses' (MÉK). In the interpretation of this name our starting point is that the 

ruler –be it God, Hung. császár, úr, király, or Turk. tengri, etc.- is always on the top. It is probable that the 

bird has been named after the male’s crest. The relative root of Kāšγ. sigiržik -sigir- is related to Hung. úr, 

Chuv. tură ‘God’, Yen.. teηri, KB. taηri 'sky', Azerb. tori 'God, sky', Chag. tengra, Uyg. teηri, PK. taηry, 

Kirg. teηri 'God', K.kalp. tangri, Osm. tanry, Yak. tangara, Bashk. tenre 'God, sky', Bashk., Tat. tere, Chuv. 

tură, turăš 'icon, shape, form, features', Bury.Mong. tengeri, Kalm. tenger 'sky', Shum. dingir 'sky', Pers. 

tour 'shape, form' (YEGOROV 1964). Their word structure is similar, see: Kāšγ. sigi-: absolute root of 

word + -r: affix, Hung. ú- + -r, Chuv. tu- + -ră, Yen. teη- + -ri, KB. taη- + -ri, Azerb. to- + -ri, Chag. teng- + -

ra, Uyg. teη- + -ri, PK. taη- + -ry, Kirg. teη- + -ri, K.kalp. tang- + -ri, Osm. tan- + -ry, Yak. tanga- + -ra, Bashk. 

ten- + -re, Bashk., Tat. te- + -re, Chuv. tu- + -ră, tură-: relatíve root of word (< tu-: absolute root of word + -

ră: affix) + -š: affix, Bury.Mong. tenge- + -ri, Kalm. tenge- + -r, Shum. dingi- + -r, Pers. tou- + -r. 

The phonetic structure of the above words is as follows: the consonants at the begining of the words 

are: s- (Kāšγ. sigiržik), 0- (zero) (Hung. úr) and t- in the above Turkish, Mongolian, Persian, Shumerian 

words meaning ’ruler’. The t- consonant is the original state and the –s and 0- are developments of it, see: 

t- > th- > s-; t- > δ- > w- > V- > 0-. The long vowel of Hung. úr is the reminiscence of the absolute root word 

and it is a derivative of several sounds. The affix is always -r or at it begins with an –r and it is a 

development of the original -t (-r < -δ < -t). 

The affix -čik of the Rus. r'abčik 'hazel-grouse' (< r'ab-: relative root of word + -čik: affix) and the affix -

žik of Kāšγ. sigiržik are variants of each other.  

 

2.3.4. Hung. szarka 'magpie', Kāšγ. sagirgān 'magpie'. 

Structure of Kāšγ. sagirgān: sagir-: relative root word + -gān: affix of Present Participle. The bird called 

Hung. szarka has two characteristics. One: this bird often leaves the straight road, that is this bird often 

steals something. The other: this bird has a characteristic voice. People say somebody steals as a magpie, 

or somebody chatters as a magpie. These two characteristics could give the grounds for naming. By TESz 

Hung. szarka 'bird belonging to the family of crows, with black and white feathers and long tail, etc'. It is 

from Slavic languages, see: Bolg. svráka, Serb.-Cro. svarka, Slov. sráka, Slovak. straka, Rus. soroka 'magpie ' 

(TESz).   

The Kāšγari dictionary can be of much use for defining the word structure. See: Kāšγari sagir-: 

relative root word + -gān: affix in Present Participle. The Hungarian and Slavic words are variants of 

Kāšγari's word, it means they are developments of Kāšγ. sagirgān 'magpie'. The nasal -n fell out 

everywhere. The first vowel is a development from a triphtong that we can still see at Kāšγari, see: 

Hung. -a-, Rus. -o-, Kāšγ. -agi-. There is also diphtong variant of it: Serb.-Cro. -va-, sometimes only a -v- 

remained: Bolg. svráka, often the -v- falls out, see: Slov. sráka. We can see that the more complete forms 

are not in the Slavic languages but in the language of Kāšγari in the 11th century. The Hung. szarka has 

variants, see Hung. varga(betű) 'roundabout way' and orv, see Hung. orvhalász '(fish) poacher', Hung. 

orvlövész 'sniper'. The Hung. szarka, varga and orv are different developments of the word. We have no 

reason to originate the Hung. szarka from Slavic languages.   
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2.4. Birds named after their sharp sight and sharp talons.  

Birds of prey are generally sharp-sighted and have sharp and powerful beaks and talons. In 

mythology and folklore these birds are often related to the divine. In the exploration of the history and 

development of the name of these birds my research work on toponyms was of a great help. For example 

the river looks sharp at the branching, similarly to the sharp edge of a hill, and of a scissors (see: Hung. 

olló); a pleat of a pleated skirt (see: Hung. hol, hól) looks like a braching river; and the nail (Hung. szeg) 

and pin (Hung. tű) are also very sharp.  

 

2.4.1. Hung. holló 'raven', Kāšγ. aqilla 'eagle'.  

Word structure: Hung. hol-: relative root word + -ló: affix, Kāšγ. aqil-: relative root word (< aqi-: 

absolute root word 'branch' + -l: affix) + -la: affix.  

In spite of their different meaning (‘raven’ vs. 'eagle'), the names Hung. holló and Kāšγ. aqilla are 

parallel words. Furthermore, the Hungarian word is connected with Kāšγ. aqilla from another aspect as 

well. Namely, the relative root word aqil- and the Hung. word él 'edge’, 'leading position', ‘live’ are 

related. The affix -la occurs in several other Hungarian words, e.g.: Hung. szöllő, szőlő 'grape' (< szöl-, sző-: 

relative roots + -lő: affix). We have to return in our thinking to our ancestors in order to find the answer.  

Our forefathers had seen that the branching water had a sharp form. The branches of the tree and 

severel other natural forms come into being in the same way. That's why the sharp things are named 

with these words meaning sharp. So, the absolute root aqi- of the word Kāšγ. aqilla and Hung. ág 

'branch', ék 'wedge', eke 'plough' are relatives. The relative root aqil- of the word Kāšγ. aqilla came into 

being in following way: the absolute root aqi- got an affix -l 'it is beside something, it is belonging to 

something, to somebody'. Consequently, the relative form aqil- received a meaning 'belonging to a 

branch, wedge, or plough', see Hung. ágas. The relative root word aqil- with the affix -la means the same: 

'belonging to a branch'. So the bird's name aqilla means 'it possesses a branchy, it has a branchy'. The 

raven has sharp eyes, sharp beak and sharp talons. The Kāšγ. aqil- and the Hung. él are connected with 

the Mongolian aghola 'hill, mount', the East-Mongolian óla, the Kalmukish úla, the Manchurian alin, and 

Oyratish ûla 'hill, mount' too. It seems that the English talon also belongs to them.  

Concerning their phonetics, the first sound of Kāšγ. aqilla and Hung. holló was originally t- (see 

English talon). In the course of use, the t- became first a *th- (unvoiced spirant) and later a h- (see Hung. 

holló). This sound at the begining of the word Kāšγ. aqilla fell out in the changing process: t- > *th- > h- > 

0-, or t- > δ- (voiced spirant) > w- >V- (vowel) > 0-.  

It is important to consider the meaning: 'the sharp edge of something is always on the top, that is at 

the leading position'. That's why the number 'one', see: Hung. első 'first' (< el- 'one' + -ső: affix), the 

Osmanli Turk ilk 'first' (< il- 'one' + -k: affix), and the Korean il 'one' are relatives. 

The raven was the sacred animal of the Hunyadi family, a noble family, out of which one of the 

greatest Hungarian kings, king Mathias Hunyadi arose. He was also named Corvin Mathias (corvus 

being the Latin name of raven; corvin, corvinus means 'raven, ravenly'). It was also the fortune-teller bird 

of Apollo. Concerning its etymology, the root word corv- of the Latin corvus belongs to Kāšγ. kuzgun 

'raven' but not to Hung. holló and Kāšγ. aqilla.  
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The people of the Kushan Empire - they were white Hunns or kingly Scythians - had lion and raven 

in their coat-of-arms. It means that the lion and raven were their tribal symbols. 

 

2.4.2. Hung. héja 'goshawk, hawk', ölyv 'buzzard, hawk', Kāšγ. taηla kuž 'hawk'.  

On the base of the Russsian translation, the bird names related to Hung. héja 'goshawk, hawk' and 

ölyv 'buzzard, hawk' could mean different birds in Kāšγari. Both birds are characterized by their sharp 

talons, beaks and eyes. For this reason, words denoting sticking objects, curved, sharp things could have 

served as basis of denomination. The name Kāšγ. taηla kuž is an adjectival construction in which the 

second part means 'bird', while the first part is related to the words: Chuv. tumxax, tumxa 'hill, hillock, 

sandhill', Uzb. tungak 'log', dung 'ill, hillock, mound', Bashk, tüngek, Tat. tümgek, Alt. töngöš 'log', töngöšök 

'hill, hillock', Tuv. töngelik 'sandhil, hillock', Türkm. tümmek, tömmuk 'hill, hillock', toηηe 'log' (YEGOROV 

1964) and it is also related to Hung. düne 'hill, hillock, mound'. They are also equivalents concerning their 

word structures, see: Kāšγ. taη-: root word + -la: affix 'supplied with something', Alt. töngö- + -š, töngö- + -

šök, Tuv. tönge- + -lik, Turkm. tüm- + -mek, töm- + -muk, toη- + -ηe. The Turkm. toηηe is of key importance 

because it helps us to understand the structure of the following words: Chuv. tum-: root word + -xax: 

affix, tum- + -xa, Uzb. tun- + -gak, dun- + -g, Bashk, tün- + -gek, Tat. tüm- + -gek. In these cases the 

antecedent of the first consonant (x-, g-) of the affixes was always η-. The Hung. düne, domb, tönkő 'hill, 

hillock, sandhill, log' are variants of these words. In the first part of the above bird name we find a 

variant of the Hung. él 'edge', which can refer to the talons, beaks or the sharp sightedness of the bird.  

This word has many relatives, see: Chuv. sĕlĕ9 'oat', Uyg., Kirg., Kum. sulu, Uzb. suli, Kaz., K.kalp. 

suly, Oyr., Hak. sula, Tat. soly, Bashk. hölö 'oat', see: Kalm. sul' 'oat' (YEGOROV 1964). The word Bashk. 

hölö is related to the root word Hung. holló, and also related to the word Hung. ölyv.  

According to the TESz the Hung. ölyv ’bird of prey belonging to the family of eagles, bigger then 

Hung. holló, hawk, goshawk, kite'. Probably it originated from Old Turkish but we couldn't find its 

Turkish adequate neither in literary remains, nor in present day Turkish. The parallel Mongolian words 

are: Mid.Mong. hele’e, heli’e, Lit.Mong. eliye (< *elige), Bury. ilē, Oyrát elē ’bird of prey belonging to the 

family of eagles’ (TESz). < Hung. ö- + -lyv. We cannot agree with the statement of the TESz, but its data 

are relevant. We can see that these bird names are the result of similar thinking. By comparing many 

parallels we can distinguish between words which begin with a t- sound or one of its developments and 

words beginning with k- or one of its developments.  

The Hung héja begins with the same consonant (h-) as the Hung. holló. Concerning the Hung. héja the 

TESz writes the followings: ‘common name of falcon-like birds, bird of prey.’ Probably it is a derivate 

word: the basic word is an imitation of the squawking sound of predatory birds; also used as animal 

(bird) repeller (TESz). Kāšγ. taηla and Hung. héja, ölyv are related to each other by their etimology and in 

the light of the Mongolian parallels. Consonants at the begining of words are usually t- or one of its 

developments [h- or 0- (zero)].  

Furthermore, the Hung. héja and ölyv are not only related to each other but also to the Rus. sokol 

'falcon' and Hung. sólyom.  
                                                           
9 See: Hung. verb szel- 'to slice, to cut'.  
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It is important to note that the second part of Kāšγ. taηla kuž (kuž) means 'bird'. The name of Kāšγ. 

taηla kuž means 'hawk bird' or 'buzzard bird', or we have to interpret the first part of name as an 

attribute which meas 'with talon, bill; sharp, hilly, caughting up etc.'. This construction is characteristic to 

Turkish languages, e.g.: Chuv. vĕśen kajăk 'flying bird', śătkăn10 kajăk 'bird of prey, robber bird', jurlakan 

kajăk 'singing bird', etc.  

The second part of Kāšγ. taηla kuž (see: kuž 'bird') is found in various Turkish languages, e.g.: Chuv. 

kajăk 'bird', kajăk-kĕšĕk 'birds' in collective meaning 'poultries', 'wild', kajăk xur 'wild goose', kajăk kăvakal 

'wild duck', tisker kajăk  'wild animal', OldT. kajik, KB., Zol. bl. kedik 'deer, horny', Uyg. kijik 'horny, 

chamois, gazelle, hilly-goat', tefs. XIV-XV., Kar., Oyr. kijik, Chag. kiik, Bashk. keek 'wild animal, bird of 

prey', Hak. kiik 'wild goat', Tat. kiek 'wild (animal), wild birds', Alt. kijik 'wild animal', see: Yen., Uyg., 

Kirg. kuš, Bashk., Tat. koš, Azerb., Turkm. guš, Kaz., K.kalp., Nog. kus 'bird' (YEGOROV 1964). < Chuv. 

ka-: absolute root of word + -jăk: affix, ka- + -jăk, kĕ- + -šĕk, OldT. ka- + -jik, KB., Zol. bl. ke- + -dik, Uyg. ki- + -

jik, tefs. XIV-XV., Kar., Oyr. ki- + -jik, Chag. ki- + -ik, Bashk. ke- + -ek, Hak. ki- + -ik, Tat. ki- + -ek, Alt. ki- + -

jik, Yen., Uyg., Kirg. ku- + -š, Bashk., Tat. ko- + -š, Azerb., Turkm. gu- + -š, Kaz., K.kalp., Nog. ku- + -s. 

Other words which are possibly also related to Kāšγ. kuž 'bird': Rus. gus 'goose', Chuv. xur 'goose', 

MK. kaz, Kirg., Kaz., Nog., Osm., Kum., Tat., Bashk. kaz, Uyg., Azerb., Turkm., K.kalp. gaz, Uzb. goz, Alt., 

Oyr., Tuv. kas, Hak. xas, Yak. xaas 'goose', see: Persian kaz 'goose, black cock, capercailzie' (YEGOROV 

1964). < Rus. gu-: absolute root of word + -s: affix, Chuv. xu- + -r, MK. ka- + -z, Kirg., Kaz., Nog., Osm., 

Kum., Tat., Bashk. ka- + -z, Uyg., Azerb., Turkm., K.kalp. ga- + -z, Uzb. go- + -z, Alt., Oyr., Tuv. ka- + -s, 

Hak. xa- + -s, Yak. xaa- + -s, Persian ka- + -z. 

This means that we find an onomatopoetic word at the root of the words which mean 'bird'. The 

absolute root word can be related to the onomatopoetic word which served as basis for the word 

meaning 'goose', e.g.: Kāšγ. kaη 'voice of goose', Kāšγ. kāz 'goose', Kāšγ. kāg kūg 'voice of goose'. 

The affixes are developments of an original t-, see: -š (< -č < -t' < -t), -s (< -th < -t), -z, -r (< -δ < -t), -d (< -

t), -j was developed through -δ or -d' and could also be left out.  

We have to add that Turkish languages also know a word which begins with k- for hawk, goshawk, 

kite, buzzard: Chuv. xălat 'hawk, goshawk, kite, buzzard', Uzb. kalxat 'hawk, goshawk, kite, buzzard', 

Shor kylady 'hawk, goshawk, kite, buzzard', Turkm. kuladu, Mong. kuldu 'hawk, goshawk, kite, buzzard. 

(YEGOROV 1964). The word Rus. kulada 'the same' is a borrowing from Turkish languages.  

 

2.4.3. Hung. turul 'eagle', Kāšγ. tugril 'bird of prey who kills 1000 ducks but he eats only one of them'; 

Kāšγ. tugrīl 'eagle'. 

Word structure: Hung. turu- (< tu-: absolute root + -ru-: affix) relative root + -l: affix; Kāšγ. tugri-, tugrī-

: (< tug-: absolute root + -ri, -rī: affix) relative root + -l: affix.   

The Hung. turul was the totem bird of Árpád's tribe. The turul is a she-animal similar to an eagle or a 

falcon and appears frequently in ancient Hungarian legends. See: Old Turk toγril 'hunting falcon', 

                                                           
10 See: Chuv. śăt 'swallowing, swallow' (YEGOROV 1964) + -kăn: affix Present Participle. This word is related to the root jot- of 

Hung. jottányi ’a mouthful quantity'.  
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Chagatay toγril, Osmanli Turk toğrul 'falcon', Persian toğri- 'falcon' (TESz). < Hung. turu-: relative root (< 

tu-: absolute root + -ru-: affix) + -l: affix, Old Turk toγri- (< toγ- + -ri-) + -l, Chagatay toγri- (< toγ- + -ri-) + -l, 

Osmanli Turk toğru- (< toğ- + -ru-) + -l, Persian toğ- + -ri-. 

The meaning of the absolute root word is 'sharp as a needle, pin, hill, mount etc.', see Hung. tű 

'needle', Osmanli Turk dağ 'hill'. The meaning of the relative root is 'hilly'. The relative root of the word is 

connected with the word meaning 'God'.  

Concerning the word structure, the Hung. turul, Russian or'ol and Hungarian holló are the similar. 

Phonetically, they are variants of each other. Concerning their meaning, they aren't the same birds but 

each of them is a bird of prey. 

The name turul is not only used as a bird's name but also as a personal name11, see Kāšγ. Tugril bek 

'reigning of the people' called Seldchuk. 

Traditionally, the turul was the soul bird of the Hungarians but following Christianisation the pigeon 

replaced it. The white pigeon is a symbol of Virgin Maria and of peace. The turul was the favourite bird 

of king Attila. Another possible equivalent of the turul is the Hung. Kerecsen sólyom 'gerfalcon'. The turul 

is also the symbolic bird of the progeny of Hung. Ügyek (Üd'ek: father of Almoš). Emese (Emeše: mother 

of Almoš) is from the progeny called hind, Hung. szarvas. In their child, Almoš, both the turul 'eagle' and 

the szarvas 'hind' progenies unified. Árpád (son of Álmos) led this progeny, people of the turul 'eagle' 

and szarvas 'hind', into the Carpatian basin.  

The symbol of the Hungarian National Defence is the flying turul bird with a sword in his claws. 

Szarvas 'hind' and turul 'eagle' are honoured symbols of the Hungarian nation. 

 

2.4.3. Hung. sólyom 'falcon', Kāšγ. žavlī 'falcon'.  

Word structure: Hung. só-: absolute root word + -lyom: affix, Kāšγ. žav-: absolute root word + -lī: affix. 

According to the TESz, the Hung. sólyom is 'bird of prey bigger than crow, can be trained for hunting; 

name of horse colour'. This word is of uncertain origin. See: Kāšγ. čaβlï, Chag., Osm. čavlï 'young falcon 

or hawk or sparrow-hawk' (TESz). < Hung. só-: absolute root word + -lyom: affix, Kāšγ. čaβ- + -lï, Chag., 

Osm. čav- + -lï. However, the word structure in the dictionary entry is probably wrong because the affix 

can't be -m. The absolute root word is related to Hung. szeg 'nail, pin' and its relatives as root words 

Chuv. and Rus. sokol < soko-: root word + -l: affix. It means that Rus. sokol' is related to Hung. sólyom and 

its Turkish adequats.  

The original consonant at the begining of the word was t-, which is preserved in Hung. turul and its 

Turkish parallels. There are developments of t-, see: ž- (t- > dž- > ž-), ś- (t- > th'- > ś-), s- (t- > th- > s-), -, š- 

(t- > t'- > - > š-). Consonants at the begining of affix are -r, -l, -ly as developments of original -t (-t > -δ > 1. 

-r, 2. -l and -t > -δ' > -l', ly).  

 

  
                                                           
11 There are also personal names in Hungarian, see: Holló, Sas, Varjú, Szarka, Sólyom, Karvaly etc. as surnames.  
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2.4.4. Hung. sólyom 'falcon', Kāšγ. žagrī 'falcon', Kāšγ. suηkur 'name of bird of prey'.  

Word structure: Hung. só-: absolute root word + -lyom: affix, Kāšγ. žag-: absolute root word + -rī: affix; 

Kāšγ. suηku-: absolute root word + -r: affix. It is important to note that the affixes with -l, -ly or 

consonants at the begining of affixes also have an -r variant with the same meaning (falcon).  

These birds could have been named after their sharp talons, hilly and curve beak and sharp-

sightedness. The absolute root of the bird name is related to Hungarian and Turkish words, see: Hung. 

szeg 'nail, pin', Chuv. sănă 'lance, pike, sting, tongue of snake, edge of blade', OldT. (Orh.Yen.) sünüg, 

Zamahš., Chag. süngü, AFT. sünü, Turkm., Kaz. süngi, Nog. sun'gi, Kum. s'ung'u, Tat. söηge, Bashk. 

hongo, Yak. ünü 'lance, pike, sting', Osm., Karach. süngü 'bayonet', Azerb. sančag 'pin, decorative pin, 

hairpin', see: OldT. San 'stab, run through with the sword, prick, sting, cut', Chuv. sun ăka 'harpoon', 

senĕk 'fork' (YEGOROV 1964). 

The root word Chuv. sun ăka 'harpoon' see: sun-, the word Chuv. senĕk 'fork' and their Turkish 

parallels are related to Kāšγ. suηku-: absolute root word. In these case the affixes added to the root are 

related: -r (see: Kāšγ. suηkur), -ri (see: Kāšγ. žagrī), -lyom (see: Hung. sólyom), Kāšγ. žavlī -lī (see: Kāšγ. 

žavlī), -l' (see: Russ. sokol').   

The bird names Hung. sólyom 'falcon', Kāšγ. žagrī 'falcon', Kāšγ. suηkur 'name of bird of prey' are 

connected with the relative root word Hung. turul (see: turu- relative root word).  

The absolute root words are related to words referring to curved and sharp talons, a characteristic of 

birds of prey, see: Chuv. śak 'hang, hang up', Azerb. ček, Turkm. ček 'hang', Azerb. čekil 'hang on' 

(YEGOROV 1964). < Azerb. čeki-: absolute root word + -l: denominal verbum affix.  

 

2.4.5. Hung. sas (pronunciation: šaš) 'eagle', Kāšγ. sas 'eagle'.  

Word structure: Hung. sa- absolute root word + -s: affix, Kāšγ. sa-: absolute root word + -s: affix. 

According to the TESz, the Hung. sas 'a predatory bird sort, column, engraved beam, rafter, eye bolt, 

cotter pin, hook, nail, cleaving, engraving'. The origin of the word is uncertain. Maybe it is an inheritance 

from Finno-Ugrian ages, see: Zury. śuź 'owl having ears', Lp. cisku 'falcon', cicka 'sparrow-hawk' (TESz). < 

Hung. sa- + -s, Zury. śu- + -ź, Lp. ci- + -sku, ci- + -cka. The Finno-Ugrian origin isn't justified, but the data 

belong to Hung. sas (šaš), Kāšγ. sas 'eagle'. The abovementioned -l- consonant has a parallel (-š-), both 

are developments of original -t-. This t- consonant in the word of Kāšγari (see: Kāšγ. aqilla) has fallen out 

(t- > δ- > w- > V- > 0-), and in the word Hung. sas (šaš) a t- > č- > š- change occurred.   

We can see that the name sas has various meanings, see: Hung. sas(szeg) 'split pin', Osm. śeśe 'box, 

bottle, etc.' Therefore, the word Hung. sas cannot be of Finno-Ugrian origin.  

The words which appear in geographical names in the Volga and Ural region are variants of each 

other; e.g.: Sos, Sis, Sys, ssas, Sas, Sus, Sösö. The form Sos used by Russians has a basic word from Man. sos 

‘river, stream’. The Komi Sos'jaju, Rus. Sos'ja  Soseju help us to understand: the Rus. Sos'ja belonged to 

Sos'ja and the Komi Sos'jaju and the Rus. Soseju is borrowed from Komi Sos'jaju. Toponyms used by 

Komi people haven't got words from Komi language as their basic words. The toponym Komi Sos'jaju is 

a compound word of three words and only the last part of it (see: Komi ju 'river') is from Komi language. 
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The second part of it (see: ja 'river') is used by Hanti and Manshi languages. The adequat of ja is -e- in 

Rus. Soseju, see Hanti, Manshi je also 'river'. The first part of the toponym is connected with the word 

Man. sos ‘river, stream’. To understand the name Sos we have so much words. Toponym Sos is related to 

other toponyms, see: Sis and Sys (relative root of Sysna). See: Chuv. sysna ’pig’ is named by its thin, slim, 

thorny, prickly bristle and the stream as source river or branching river, branching water is named by its 

thin, branching form.  

The first part of word Hung. sasszeg (sas) having not the consonant s but š is also belonged to them, 

because Hung. the sasszeg (< sas 'split' + szeg 'pin') signifies a pin with two branches. This word is related 

to Hung. sas: bird name. The form12 Chuv. ssas in toponym has double ss as a sign of an unvoiced 

prononciation. This word means 'marsh, bog'. The meaning 'marsh, bog' refers to the frequent 

occurrence of marshes near river branches, streams and watercourses.  

There are variants of the word 'branching' without initial consonant in common words and toponyms, 

e.g.:  

Asylykül s. TB.26.: Bashk. Asylykül / Karatabyn küle / Jer Upkan / Jer Batkan / Ajyrkül Rus. Asylykul' 

Davl. lake.  

< Bashk. Asylykül < Asyly < Asy  1. Bashk. asy ‘bitter, salted’  

 2. asa ‘branch’ + -ly: affix + kül  bask. kül ‘lake’.  

Bashk. Karatabyn < Kara  Bashk. kara ‘black’ + tabyn + küle  Bashk. kül ‘lake’ 

+ -e: possessive ending.  

Jer + Upkan  

Jer + Batkan  

Ajyrkül < Ajyr  Bashk. auyr, ajyr ‘branching of the river, affluent, stream’ + kül ‘lake’  

Rus. Asylykul'  Bashk. Asylykül. 

The meaning 'branching' is confirmed also by the toponym variant Ajyrkül.  

 

2.4.6. Hung. karvaly 'sparrow-hawk', Kāšγ. karvī 'curved, bent, slanting'.   

Word structure: Hung. karva-: (< ka-: absolute root of word + -rva-: affix) relative root of word + -ly: 

affix, Kāšγ. ka-: absolute root of word + -rvī: affix). The relative root (karva-) of word Hung. karvaly is 

related to word Kāšγ. karvī 'curved, bent, slanting'. In this case we find the bird name in the Hungarian 

language and in Kāšγari we only find word which served as basis for the Hungarian bird name (see: 

Kāšγ. karvī 'curved, bent, slanting').  

It is important to consider that –according to the thinking of our forefathers- at (river) branches not 

only hilly, pointed, peaked forms occurred but also curved, bent, slanting forms. Accordingly, the 

                                                           

12 Jamanssas s. Ašm.IV.185.: Chuv. Jamanssas Rus. Jamansas Ster.u., name of settlement,  NAP:-, Ar.:-. < Chuv. Jamanssas < 

Jaman + ssas  Tat. saz ‘marsh, bog’, Rus. Jamansas   Chuv. Jamanssas.  
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relative root (see: Hung. karva-) and word Kāšγ. karvī 'curved, bent, slanting' have many variants, e.g.: 

Chuv. kukăr 'curved, bent, slanting', Tat. kekre, Bashk. kekere, küηgyr, Misher Tat. kyηyr, Karach., Kum. 

kyngyr, Uyg., Uzb. kiηgir, Alt. kyjyr 'curved, bent, slanting', Alt. kojryk, kojruk 'curved', see: Mari kagyr 

'curved, bent, slanting', kagyr-mygyr (see: Chuv. kukăr-makăr 'curved, bent, slanting'), Udm. kongro 'hook, 

angle', Fi. koukero 'curved, bent, slanting' (YEGOROV 1964). < Chuv. kukă-: absolute root of word + -r: 

affix, Tat. kek- + -re, Bashk. keke- + -re, küηgy- + -r, Misher Tat. kyηy- + -r, Karach., Kum. kyngy- + -r, Uyg., 

Uzb. kiηgi- + -r, Alt. kyjy- + -r, Alt. koj- + -ryk, koj- + -ruk, Mari kagy- + -r, Udm. kong- + -ro,  Fi. kouke- + -ro. 

It is related to the Hung. görbe; TESz: 'humpbacked, curvebacked person, hump, hunch, hunk, 

different from straight, etc'. The Hung. görbe is a loanword from South Slavic languages, see: Bolg. gъrba 

'hump', Mac. grba 'same', etc (TESz). In my opinion the Slavic origin of Hungarian word görbe isn't 

justified. On the contrary, the Slavic words are loanwords. Their structure: Hung. gö-: absolute root of 

word + -rbe: affix, Bolg. gъ- + -rba, Mac. g- + -rba. 

The word Hung. kunkor is related to them, it is found in TESz at dictionary entry Hung. kunkorodik 

'curl up'. See the variant Hung. kunkorog 'curl up'. The authors of the dictionary entry were mistaken 

because they didn't take the Turkish data into consideration.  

Other members of word family include the Hung. kerek 'forest, wood; whirlwind; circle, ring, round 

(disc, cylinder, roll) shape, similar to circle, etc'. According to the TESz, the word Hung. kerek is a 

derivative from the Hung. verbs kerül, kering, kerít with ker- as basis and –k as affix (TESz). This point of 

view is not justified. In my opinion, the word structure of Hung. kerek is: ke-: absolute root word + -rek: 

affix. A variant of the absolute root word is related to other absolute root words with affixes, see: Kāšγ. 

kuηur 'to uproot', Kāšγ. kajlik 'one-legged person, to go turning side'. < Kāšγ. kaj-: root word + -lik: affix. 

The absolute root word means 'root, origin', see: Kāšγ. kuk 'root, origin'.  

The Hung. kerék 'object turning or rolling, turning around a central axis, usually part of a bigger 

mechanism, wheel shaped instrument of torture, round form, round path, etc'. according to the TESz, it 

is the result of word split, segregated from the Hung. kerek 'circle' (TESz). < Hung. ke-: absolute root word 

+ -rék: affix.  

Other variants of the word include: Hung. karika 'ring, circle', Hung. korong 'round forest, a kind of 

wheel as a component of water-mill; round sheet or plate, dial, potter’s wheel, etc'. It is a loanword from 

Slavic languages, see: OldCh.Sl.: krogъ13, Bolg. krъg 'roll, circle', Serb.-Cro. krûg 'roll, circle, disc, curb of 

well, reel', Slov. króg 'roll, circle', krógi (Plural) rings as sport instrument', Slovak. kruh 'roll, circle, roll-

shaped object', Rus. krug 'roll, roll-shaped area, ring' (TESz). The athor of entry was mistaken, because 

the Hung. word couldn't be a loanword from Slavic languages. It is related to Turkish languages. These 

Slavic words are loanwords from Scythian, Hunnish and Old Hungarian languages.  

Another member of the word family is the Hung. kör 'circle, closed, curved line, etc'. According to the 

TESz, this word is the result of back-formation, see Hung. words: körül, köröskörül, körülötte (TESz). This 

statement isn't justified. Word structure: kö-: absolute root word + -r: affix. The words Hung. körül, 

köröskörül, körülötte have kör as basic word with affixes.  

The Hung. kereng, kering is also related to them. Word structure: ke-: absolute root word + -reng: affix, 
                                                           
13

 The vowel -o- is nasally pronunced.  
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ke- + -ring.  

Another related word is the Hung. horog 'hook, crook, (between the hills) deeproad, pass'. According 

to the TESz it is of unknown origin (TESz). < ho-: absolute root word + -rog: affix. It is important to 

consider that the consonant h- at the begining of word is development from original k-. 

Relatives of the abovementioned words include: Rus. krivoj 'curve', Germ. kurve 'curve', Eng. curve, 

relative root of Eng. circle (< circ- + -le), see also words Engl. Church, Germ. Kirsh etc. See: Kāšγ. 

karmālā- 'to steal, to rob' < karmā-: (< kar-: absolute root word + -mā: affix) relative root word + -lā: affix.  

Although the relative root word in Chuvash does not mean 'clow, talon, nail', several words show 

that it belongs to this word family; see: Chuv. karmak 'branching, hook, crook', Uyg., Tuv., Kaz., Tat. 

karmak, Uzb. karmok, Hak. xarmax, Azerb. garmag 'branching, hook, crook of angler', Alt. karma 'to hang 

up, to take off, to snatch away, to take away, to tear away, to catch' (YEGOROV 1964). < Chuv. kar-: 

absolute root word + -mak: affix, Uyg., Tuv., Kaz., Tat. kar- + -mak, Uzb. kar- + -mok, Hak. xar- + -max, 

Azerb. gar- + -mag, Alt. kar- + ma. 

Here belong the following words with several affixes: Chuv. karmaš, karmašlan 'to climb on with 

hand', Chag. karmaš 'to connect, to join, to cling on, join battle, to fall out, to attack, to fight, to struggle', 

karmašyb 'catching with five nails', Kirg. karmaš 'catching each other, to attack, to fight', Alt. karman 

'catching with hands, to cling on' (YEGOROV 1964). < Chuv. karma-: (< kar-: absolute root word + -ma: 

affix) relative root word + -š: affix, karmaš-: relative root word + -lan: affix.  

The Hung. karom is found under dictionary entry Hung. karmol in TESz: Hung karmol 'to hurt with 

nail, to scratch, to hollow, to bite, etc.', Hung. karom 'sharp, hilly, strong, hooked, curved claw, suitable 

for attack, climbing up and long nail of people'. The members of the word family are Hungarian 

developments (TESz). < karmo-: < karmo-: relative root word + -l: affix.  

Here belongs the Hung. köröm 'nail'. In the TESz it is of unknown origin. Word structure: Hung. 

körö-: root word + -m: affix. See Hung. körmöl 'to hurt with nail, to write mechanically'. Word structure: 

körmö-: relative root word + -l: affix.   

The root words (kar-, kör-, körö-) are related to Hung. horog 'hook' and the root of Hung. horgászik 'to 

fish with hook' (root: horgá-), Rus. kr'učok 'hook'. The Russian word is a loanword.  

The words Kāšγ. karmālā-, Hung. karmol, körmöl are in relation with each other. We have to add 

that the root words kar-, kör-, xar- all belong to Hung horog, wich is clearly a derived word; see: ho-: 

absolute root word + -rog: affix. 

The Hung. horog is also related to Chuv. xurčăka 'sparrow-hawk', Zamahš., Tat., Kirg. karčyga, Bashk. 

karsyga, Kaz., K.kalp. karšyga, Oyr. karčaga, Hak., Tuv. xartyga, Uzb. karčagaj 'sparrow-hawk', Alt. karčyga 

'falcon, hawk, goshawk, kite, buzzard', Mong. xarcgaj, xarcaga, Kalm. xarcx 'sparrow-hawk' (YEGOROV 

1964). Structure of them is the same as in Hung. karvaly and they are phonetical variants, see: Hung. 

karva-: relative root word + -ly: affix, Chuv. xur- + -čăka, Zamahš., Tat., Kirg. kar- + -čyga, Bashk. kar- -syga, 

Kaz., K.kalp. kar- + -šyga, Oyr. kar- + -čaga, Hak., Tuv. xar- + -tyga, Uzb. kar- + -čagaj, Alt. kar- + -čyga, 

Mong. xar- + -cgaj, xar- + -caga, Kalm. xar- + -cx14. 

                                                           
14

 See: Hung. karcol 'scratch' verb. 
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The Rus. koršun 'hawk, goshawk, kite, buzzard' is a variant of the Hung. bird name karvaly, but it is 

used for naming another bird of prey in Russian. However, there are words which do not designate 

birds but nevertheless belong to this word family; e.g.: Chuv. xurăś, xurśă 'steel', Tat. koryč, Bashk. koros, 

Kaz. kuryš 'steel'. The meaning 'steel' can be secondary and their first meaning would be 'edge', see: MK. 

kurč 'edge'. kurč temür 'steel' ('edge iron'), Kirg., Alt. kurč 'edge', Mong., Kalm. xurc 'edge', Bury.Mong. 

xurca, xursa 'edge'. OldRus. krъii 'smith' (YEGOROV 1964). < Chuv. xură-: relative root word + -ś: affix, 

xur- + -śă, Tat. kory- + -č, Bashk. koro- + -s, Kaz. kury- + -š, MK. kur- + -, Kirg., Alt. kur- + -, Mong., Kalm. 

xur- + -c, Bury.Mong. xur- + -ca, xur- + -sa, OldRus. krъ- + -ii. The affix of Old Russian word is affix of 

profession, that's why it isn't connected with affixes of Turkish and Mongolian words. See also Rus. 

kuznec 'smith'.   

 

2.4.7. Hung. horh, horho ’canal washed by water, deep way', kapar 'to scratch, scrape', Kāšγ. kuzgun 

'eagle'. 

Word structure: Hung. ho-: absolute root word + -rh: affix, ho- + -rho, Kāšγ. kuz-: (< ku-: absolute root 

word + -z: affix) relative root word + -gun: affix Present Participle. Although the word of Kāšγari kuzgun 

'eagle' is not connected with the relevant Hungarian bird name, it served as basis for the bird name and 

thereby strengthens the theory of its Turkish origin. See Hung. horh, horho ’canal washed by water, deep 

way', the words Hung. horhol, horol, horzsol, korzsol ’to scratch, scrape’. 

According to the TESz, the root of these words is hor- an old onomatopoetic word from Finno-Ugrian 

ages, see: Zury. kuravni ’to rake together, to scrape out, to scratch out’, kuran ’rake’, Voty. kurjal ’to scrape 

down, off, to scratch dawn, off’, Fi. karvia ’to scratch, to scrape, to rake, to file, to polish, burnish’ (TESz). 

We cannot agree with the word structure as presented in the TESz. The right word structure is: Hung. 

horho-: relative root word (< ho-: absolute root word + -rho: affix) + -l: affix. 

The basis of the Hungarian words is the 'arched, curved shaped nail, talon', which allows scratching, 

scraping thereby creating a depression, a pit, a ditch, which may contain water. This origin survived in 

toponyms, see: Hung. Hortifenék 'settlement' see: Hortobágy ’river on the North part of Hortobágy 

region’. These are compound words; see Horti + fenék, Horto + bágy. The river Hortobágy in Transsylvania 

is the ’left-side affluent of the river called Szeben' (KISS 1980). < Horti (< Hor- + -ti) + fenék, Horto (< Hor- + 

-to) + bágy. 

In this case the bird name Kāšγari kuzgun is related to Hungarian language not through the 

Hungarian onomatopoetic word but through meaning, namely that the eagle has the capacity for 

scratching, scraping. Hungarian word holló isn't related to the word Kāšγari kuzgun by its etimology 

because of their different structure and phonetics, see: Hung. holló (< hol-: relative root word + -ló: affix). 

The relative root of this word is in relationship with the Hung. él 'edge, to live' and parallels of it but the 

relative root of this word hol- isn't related to Turkish words which initiate with k- (see: Kāšγ. kuzgun). It 

is important to note that the consonant h- at the begining of Hung. holló is development of original t- (t- > 

th- > h-). Comparing my results to that of TESz we can see the differences but the data in TESz are related 

to a variant of Kāšγ. kuzgun, see: Hung. holló 'bird, having bright and black feathers, bigger than craw'. 

It is an old onomatopoetic word from Uralic ages. See: Vog. kola·x, Osty. kōlek 'eagle', Sam.Yur. xullï, Yen. 

kuδuke, kuruke, Tavgi Sam. kula, Selk. kulé, kulli, Kam. kūli, see: Persian kalāγ, kulaγ 'sowing rook', Fi. 
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kaarne 'eagle' (TESz). 

Although the eagle and the raven are clearly different birds, Hung. holló ‘raven’ and Kāšγ. aqilla 

'eagle' are related by their etymology, as demonstrated earlier. Similarly, the Hungarian language has 

diffrenet words for holló ‘raven’ and varjú ‘crow’. Kāšγari doesn't name the holló varjú, he has another 

word to name the holló. However, these two names are mixed in several languages. It can be explained in 

the following way: the Hung. károg (onomatopoetic word) and Hung. horh are phonetically close to each 

(not the Hungarian words, but their Turkish parallels). In addition, the raven and the crow are very 

similar to each other. The raven (holló) received its name on the base of its predatory characteristics, 

while the crow (varjú) was named on the base of its sound. Those languages, which do not feel this 

difference either mix the two birds or add the word 'edge' before the name for crow when referring to 

the raven. See: Chuv. ula kurak 'crow, rook', word for word 'edge crow, edge rook'. The first part of 

Chuv. ula kurak is related to Hung. él, the second part is related with Kāšγ. kuzgun 'eagle' and Kāšγ. 

kargā 'crow, rook', also Rus. grač 'sowing rook'. By Yegorov Chuv. ula 'edge', OldT., Uyg., Kirg., Kaz., 

Osm., Tuv., Hak., Alt., Tat. ala, Azerb. ala-bula, alača, Azb. ola, Azerb., Turkm. ala 'edge', 'pied, colourful, 

spotted', Zamahš. ala karka, Tat. ala karga, Chuv. ula kurak 'crow', Chuv. ulatakka 'woodpecker, pecker', 

Mong. alag 'edge, pied, colourful, having different colour'15 (YEGOROV 1964). < Chuv. u-: absolute root 

word + -la: affix, OldT., Uyg., Kirg., kaz., Osm., Tuv., Hak., Alt., Tat. a- + -la, Azerb. a- + la, bu- + -la, Uzb. 

o- + -la, Azerb., Turkm. a- + -la, Mong. a- + -lag.      

The second part of Chuvash ula kurak is in Yegorov, see: Chuv. kurak 'crow'16, xura kurak 'crow', ula 

kurak 'crow', Kirg., Kaz. ala karga, Turkm. ala garga, garga, Bashk., Tat., K.kalp., Nog., Uyg., Uzb., Kum., 

Karaim karga, Osm., Azerb. garga 'crow', Bashk., Tat., K.kalp., Nog. kara karga, Uzb. kara korga, Azerb., 

Turkm. gara garga, Osm. ekin gargazy, Kirg. čar garga, Kaz. kuzgyn karga 'crow', Osm. aladža karga '(jack) 

daw'. It is an onomatopoetic word (YEGOROV 1964).  

The word for word meaning of Osm. ekin gargazy is 'rook of sowing'. It is interesting that the first part 

(kuzgyn) of Kaz. kuzgyn karga is related to Kāšγ. kuzgun 'eagle'. It is also justified by the word structure, 

see: verb + affix in Present Participle.  

It is interesting to consider that there is a change of meaning when translating from Turkish into 

Russian. For example, in one case the Turkish word is translated into Russian as Rus. gra (< see: Chuv. 

kurak), in other case as Rus. vorona (see: Hung. varjú) and in still another case as Rus. galka17. It occurs 

because the Russian does not always feels the difference in meaning. If we look at the word Rus. ind'uk 

'turkeycock', it is appears that the Russian named the bird with words of Turkish origin, which are 

related or to Hung. hór-, kar- (see: karcol, karmol) or to onomatopoetic words see: Hung. károg, kár-kár. This 

difference did not feel ambiguos for the Russians.  

The Hung. hór-, kar- and their language parallels as related to the following root words and relative 

root words: Chuv. xălat 'hawk, goshawk, buzzard', Uzb. kalxat 'hawk, goshawk, buzzard', Shor kylady 

'hawk, goshawk, buzzard', Turkm. kuladu, Mong. kuldu 'buzzard' (YEGOROV 1964). < Chuv. xăla-: 

                                                           
15

 The meaning 'colourful' didn't take part at naming of holló and varjú.  
16

 See: Rus. gra, it is clearly connected with Turkish words. 
17

 It is variant of words, see: Chuv. kurak etc. The foregoings of consonants -l- and -r-  are the same, see: -r-, -l- < -δ- < -t-. 
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relative root word + -t: affix, Uzb. kalxa- + -t, Shor kyla- + -dy, Turkm. kula- + -du, Mong. kul- + -du. The 

second consonant of the root words and the initial consonant of the affixes are originally t- and its 

developments.  

 

3. Based on our comparison of Hungarian and Turkish bird names it can be stated that the two 

languages are clearly connected to each other. The basis of this connection is the similar way of thinking 

of Hungarian and Turkish people. 

It can happen that a bird name in Kāšγari does not have a Hungarian etimological adequate but in 

this case we can trace it among Hungarian common words which served as basis in the naming (see: 

Hung. gá-gá: onomatopoetic word, Kāšγ. kūz 'goose'; Hung. károg 'croak', kár-kár 'sound of crow', Kāšγ. 

kargā 'crow'; Hung. horh, horho 'canal washed by water, deep way', kapar 'scratch, scrape', Kāšγ. kuzgun 

'eagle').  

It can also happen, although we only know one example, that a Hungarian bird name does not have 

an etimological adequate at Kāšγari. In this case the word which gave the basis of the bird name is 

indeed found (see: Hung. karvaly, Kāšγ. karvī 'curved, leaning to one side'). There are many examples for 

etimological adequates among bird names between the Hungarian and Turkish languages, which signify 

the same bird in both languages (e.g.: Hung. buhu, uhu 'owl', Kāšγ. ūhī 'owl'; Hung. turul, Kāšγ. tugril; 

Hung. sólyom, Kāšγ. žavlī 'falcon', Kāšγ. žagrī 'falcon').  

There is a third case, namely that a Hungarian bird name has a Turkish etimological adequate, but 

they designate different, though much alike, birds (see: Hung. holló 'raven', Kāšγ. aqilla 'eagle'; Hung. 

turul, Kāšγ. tugrīl 'eagle'; Hung. sas (šaš), Kāšγ. sas 'eagle'). We can further amplify our data by studying 

the bird names directly, in Turkish-speaking countries and by taking into account the bird’s natural 

range.  

There are many legends and traditions related to birds. The most important birds for the Hungarian 

and Turkish folk traditions are the Hung. bagoly, holló and turul. A separate investigation could focus 

upon birds appearing on coat of arms, flags, or as national symbols. The bird names described in the 

present article clearly demonstrate their Scythian-Hunnish origin. These names moved westwards and 

went into Latin and English, as well as into Slavic languages which preserved them as loanwords.  

Finally, a very important consideration: the Academic Grammar of Hungarian language used until 

nowadays is written on the base of Finno-Ugrian theory, and consequently this Grammar doesn't apply 

well. It has lot of problems, mistakes, defects, exceptions and it lacks a good working system. The 

Grammar of Toponyms in Volga Ural regions written by me has a good working system and it hasn't got 

exceptions. We can use it for the Hungarian, Turkish and Mongolian languages. The reason for its wide 

relevance is that the waters (sources, rivers, lakes, marches) were named by ancient people called 

Scythians and Hunnish. It means the oldest toponyms in the Volga-Ural regions are from Scythian and 

Hunnish languages. The study of bird names in Hungarian and the language of Kāšγari on the base of 

my Grammar was successful in many respects (system, method, etymology, word relations, affixes and 

languages, folk traditions); in addition, it confirmed that the Hungarian, Turkish and Mongolian 

languages have common Scythian and Hunnish roots.  
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List of abbreviations 

Acc Accusativ 

Alt Altaic 

Azerb Azerbayjan 

Bashk Bashkirian 

Bolg Bolgarian 

Bury Mong Buryat Mongolian 

Chag Chagatay 

Cher Cheremish 

Chuv Chuvash 

dial dialect 

East Mong East Mongolian 

Eng English 

Est Esthonian 

Fi Finnish 

Gag Gagauz 

Germ German 

Hak Hakas     

Hung Hungarian 

Kalm Kalmuk 

Kam Kamas 

Karach Karachay 

Kāšγ Kāšγari 

Kaz Kazakh 

KB Kutadgu Bilig 

Kirg Kirgizian 

K. kalp Karakalpakish 

Kum Kumükish 

Lp Lapp 

Lit Mong Literary Mongolian 

Mac Macedonian 

Man Manshi 

Manch Manchurian 

Mar Mari 

Md Mordvin 

MdE Erza Mordvin 

MdM Moksha Mordvin 

Mid Mong Middle-Mongolian 

MK Mahmud al-Kāšγari 

Mong Mongolian 

Nen Nenec 
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Nog Nogayish 

OldChSl Old Church Slavic 

OldRus Old Russian 

OldT Old Turkish 

Oyr Oyratish 

OrhYen Orhon Yeniseyish  

Osm Osmanli 

Osty Ostyakish 

Pers Persian 

PK Perevod Korana (XIV. G) 

Polov Polovec 

Rus Russian 

s settlement 

Sam Samoyedish  

SamSelk Samoyedish Selkup 

SamYur Samoyedish Yurak 

Serb-Cro Serbo-Croatian           

Selk Selkup 

Shum Shumerian 

Slovak Slovakian 

Slov Slovenian 

Tat Tartar       

Turk Turkish 

Tuv Tuvanian 

Turkm Turkmenian 

Tavg Tavgi Samoyedish 

Udm Udmurtian 

Uyg Uygurian 

Uzb Uzbeg 

Vog Vogulish 

Voty Votyakish 

Yak Yakutian 

YellowUyg Yellow Uygurian 

Yen Yeniseyish 

Zamahš Zamahšari          

Zurj Zuryenish 
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